
EDITING

Make a

meaningful

impact on the

world by

publishing your

unique book.  
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YOUR WRITING, 

EVEN BETTER

ONGOING SUPPORT

For 20 years we've helped

hundreds of authors

successfully finish and publish

their manuscripts. Whether

you need a professional editor

or ghostwriter, or you're ready

to pitch and publish, we're

here to help you succeed. 

This is your book—it should

sound like you. But just how

amazing could your writing be

with the right editorial guidance?

We'll encourage you to dig

deeper and get the very best

results from your efforts. Plus

we'll polish till it gleams!

It's not just what you write

that matters; who you know

and their insider knowledge

can make all the difference.

We'll help you connect with

industry pros so you can pitch

to agents and the media and

promote like an expert. 

Publishing a book is

a deeply rewarding

accomplishment,

but it can be

difficult to know

where to start. The

process is

complicated and

often hit-or-miss. 

We can help you get

it right.

PUBLISHING

Professional Editing and Publishing for 

Fiction and Nonfiction Writers Who Want to Make a Difference

A TEAM OF EXPERTS

 TELL US ABOUT

YOUR BOOK

 NONFICTION 

 SERVICES

Nonfiction

Whether you're building your

professional platform, writing 

a memoir, or sharing your

expertise, we guarantee a high-

quality end result. We provide

honest, professional feedback

throughout the process so that

you end up with a marketable,

impactful book you'll be proud

to share with the world. 

 FICTION SERVICES

Fiction & Poetry

For fiction writers who create

worlds, populate them with

rich characters, and then

craft page-turning plots,

we're the support team you

need to cross the finish line.

We can help you plot and

pace, strengthen your prose,

prep for an agent or indie

publishing, and start building

your fan base. 

IN-THE-MIDDLE

SERVICES

Not-Yet-Finished
Manuscripts

Writing a book is a journey, and

you need a different kind of

support with each step on that

path. Whether your book is still

an idea or you've been working

on it for years, we offer

resources, courses, and

feedback that will keep you

motivated, up-to-date, and on

track.

PITCHING & PROMOTION



GO FROM DREAM TO DONE IN 5 STEPS

CONNECT WITH YOUR EDITOR 

 

HONE YOUR MANUSCRIPT 

 

PREP FOR PUBLISHING AND PITCHING  

 

LAUNCH AND PROMOTE 

 

YOUR WORK MAKES A LASTING IMPACT

Eschler Editing gave me some of the

best feedback I’ve ever gotten on a

manuscript, helping me turn a good

book into a great one—and they were

amazingly quick about it, too. I

couldn’t be happier with their work,

and I look forward to working with

them again. 

Dan Wells, 

New York Times Best Seller

Angela Eschler is the consummate

professional when it comes to her

craft and her business. I’ve rarely met

an individual who puts so much time

and effort into quality work for

herself and her carefully selected

staff. Timely, affordable, progressive,

and competent, Eschler Editing is the

number-one referral for my authors

Bridget Cook-Burch, 

New York Times Best-Selling Author 
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Awards banner

I asked Eschler Editing for help with

plot and structure on my novel

Numbers Game—and also issued a

challenge: I needed 20K words cut

from my manuscript . . . Numbers

Game soared on Amazon—hitting

#1 in two categories (passing

up Divergent and Hunger Games a

couple times) and is now an

international best seller, so I’m

pretty happy! 

Rebecca Rode

Best-Selling Author 



Why Partner with Eschler Editing?  

Single source for editing, pitching & publishing 

Step-by-step process for self-publishing 

Pitching and promotion services, plus insider

knowledge of traditional publishing 

Editors who care about the craft & results

Honest expert feedback throughout the

process

Experts in organization, rhetoric, plot, voice,

character development, grammar & more 

Love the idea of finishing that book but can't 

find the time to write? Download our

How to Find Time to Write and Overcome

Writer's Block

DOWNLOAD PDF
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